
(Plaintiffs)

VERSUS

J

Through this judgment I

hand tiled by the plaintiffs against the defendants.

Brief facts of the case in hand

have filed the instant suit for Declaration

Injunction and possession in alternate, against defendants to

the effect that the parties to the suit relativesare

the parties to the suit 'vide private partitioned deed dated

13.01.2009. Plaintiffs are owner in possession of the Plot-E
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and in return defendants took. Plot- A, situated on the road '
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side as shown in the sketch, through family partition deed
i

Plot-E. The said partition deed was signed by the uncle of

defendants and thus the defendants did not objected said

period of about 10/1.1 years. -Now the

defendants have started construction over point F as shown

which

possession. furthermore, plaintiffs are owner in possession

of PIot-E measuring 30 Marlas. Defendants were time and

summoned, they appeared before the court and contested the

suit by. filing the written statement and reply. Defendants

have raised several legal and factual objections

written statement.

2.

the parties.

Lssu es:

!■
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dated 13.01.2009. The defendants are now interfering with

f i om di vergen t pleadings of the parties, the fol lowing issues

same but they

i. Whether plaintiffs have got a cause of action?
ii. Whether plaintiffs arc estopped to sue?
iii. Whether the suit of plaintiffs is time barred?
iv. Whether plaintiffs are owner in possession of Plot-E as 

shown in the sketch and as per the family partition deed 
dated 13.01.2009 and the defendants have nothing to do with 
the same?

in their

were framed for adjudication of real controversy between

again, requested to stop construction over the suit property 
§ =? «

we^ as !'etrain from interfering with the

Xrgfused, hence, the present suit.

.w^ith due process of law and procedure defendants were

partition for a

amounts to forceful and illegalin the sketch,



opportunity to adduce their desired evidence and accordingly they

produced their respective evidence.

4. After completion of evidence, arguments of the learned counsel for

the parties were heard and record of the case tile

with their valuable assistance.

support of their

claim and contention produced three witnesses as PW-01 to PW

03. Thereafter plaintiffs closed their evidence.

Defendants in support their claim also produced three

witnesses as DW-01 to DW-03. Thereafter defendants closed

their evidence.

7. Arguments of learned counsels for the parties heard and record gone

through. In the light of available record and arguments of counsel for

the parties,.my issue wise discussion is as under.

Issue No. 2

Whether plaintiffs are estopped to sue?

defendants. However none of their witnesses uttered a single word

regarding the issue in hand. Moreover, estoppel needs cogent,

part of

i

During course of. recording evidence plaintiffs in

convincing and reliable evidence, which is
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was gone through,

lacking on
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Burden of proof regarding this issue was on the shoulders of

. ■<

v. Whether plaintiffs are entitled to the possession of the Plbt-E 
in the alternate?

vi. Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the decree as prayed 
for?

vii. Relief.
3. . Upon submission of list of witnesses, both the parties were provided



defendants, therefore, the issue is deeided in negative and against the

defendants.

Issue No. 3

Whether the suit of the plaintiff is time barred? OPD

the

shoulders of defendants. Contention of defendants is that the

suit of plaintiff in not within time but they failed to produce

record which could show that the suit of plaintiffs is time

Both these issues are interlinked and interconnected, hence to

avoid the repetition of facts, both the issues are taken together for

discussion.

private partition plot E was declared as their ownership vide partition

deed dated: 13.01.2009 and since then they are in possession of the

To prove their stance plaintiffs produced one Israr Hussain s/o

Mirza Hassan, plaintiff no.02, as PW-01, who slated on oath in light

C.i-11, CASE TITU? (SRAK HUSSAIN ETC VS KHALID HUSSAIN

evidence to prove their stance and thus there is

Whether plaintiffs are entitled to the possession of the Plot-E in 
the alternate?

nothing on

same and thus defendants have got nothing to do the same.

:■
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5 Issue No. 4 & 5 let w co x

J Whether plaintiffs arc the owners in possession of Plot-E as 
z/ shown in the sketch and as per the family partition deed dated 

13.01.2009 and defendants have nothing to do with the same?

barred, hence, the issue is decided in negative and aeainst

Si /Vh e' d e fe n d an ts.

o

Plaintiffs in their plaint had previously alleged that vide

Burden of proof regarding this issue was on
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the plaint. During cross

examination he deposed that at the time of partition one Naeem Jan,

father of defendants no.01 and no.02, was alive. At the time of

partition he was in Saudi Arabia. Deed was scribed at Bar Darbar.

back from Saudi Arabia, elders informed him

regarding partition. In original deed in respect of partition no.03 and

no.04, the word 03 Saraoi and 04 Bardarbar had been written. Self

correct that in partition no.04 Bardarbar, he had additionally written

PW-02 was produced and examined as one Gul Ameer Shah

in hand. He further deposed that he and defendants are relatives and

They had further partitioned said property and in that very subsequent

partition defendants received portion towards road side while he

there for the last 10/12 years. During cross examination he deposed

that it is correct that it has not been mentioned in the deed that which

property has been received by whom with his own consent. Selt-

PW-03 was examined as one Gul Hussain Son of Sarwar

Hussain, who deposed on oath in light and support of the stance of

C.l-11, CASH TI'I'LI? ISRAR HUSSAIN ETC VS KHALID HUSSAIN. S

and support of stance of plainti ffs alleged in

co 
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deed which was

on of Syed Ameer Shah, who deposed in light and support of issues

stated that land was received.by them.with their own consent.

written on the spot. It is correct that no addition or

had received the property towards road side with their own consent.

stated that he himself had numbered the same for clarification. It is

When he came

received portion little bit away. They had constructed houses over

plaintiff's. During cross examination he deposed that it is the same

i the words “Taqseem no.04 Bardarbar”.

|2



the deed thoroughly.

He was present on the spot. 'The deed was signed in his presence.

In light of the above evidence produced by plaintiffs to prove

the issue in hand it has been noticed that all .the three witnesses

supported the stance of plainti ff s in their examination in chief. On the

examination nothing such contradictory has

been brought on the record rather such questions were put to the

witnesses which amount to admission

brief of which is as under.

on the record that "al the lime of partilion one Naeem Jan,

was alive. At: the time of

partition he (PW-01)

Saudi Arabia, eiders informed him regarding partition'. Similarly

during cross examination of PW-02 it

and. uncle of defendants no.01 andno.02". Similarly PW-03 answered

to the question put to him during his cross examination that

defendants na.Ol and. no.02 was present at the lime of partition. He

the garden, which the defendants

time of partition this place/area was barren

As for as admissions with regard to the execution of partition

deed dated: 13.01.2009 is concerned, during cross examination of

c.l-ll. CAS): TJ'J'I.I-: ISRAR HUSSAIN liTC VS KHA).ID HUSSAIN.

"consultations look place

was in Saudi Arabia. When he came back from

during partition between him and father

had. not seen

deletion has been made in the deed. He had seen

other hand during cross

are claiming. At the

was brought on the record that

on the part of defendants, a

“ "father

SK-nS brought

I father of defendants no. 0.1 and. no.02,

is concerned, during cross examination of PW-01 it was

PW-01 a question was put to him to which he replied that "deed was

for as admissions with regard to partition between parties 
Aft ss'fi?

to the suit i
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scribed at Bar Darhar. In original deed in respect of partition no. 03

and no. 04, the word 03 Saraoi and. 04 Bardarbar had. been written. ”

Similarly PW-02 had answered in his cross examination that “he had

seen Bx-PW 1/1, in which no addition or deletion has been made. It is

correct that it is not mentioned, in the deed, that amongst the parties

who has received which, portion of property as per his consent." PW-

written on the spot. It is correct that no addition or deletion has been

the deed, thoroughly. He was present

signed, in his presence". It is also worth

through suggestions rather

presume that defendants had admitted the. stance of plaintiffs with

regard to partition of the suit property as well as execution of deed

dated: 13.01.2009.

It is also pertinent to mention here that plaintiffs on their suit

had-alleged that the four properties, situated at four different places,

dated: 13.01.2009.

examination of one Naveed Hassan, defendant no.02, as DW-01

would reveal that he had stated therein that “in first: partition land.

towards road, side

land, towards road.

c.i-ii, cas)-:■mu? israr hussajn ltc vs ki-iai id i-iussaim. i
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made in. the deed. He had. seen

on the spot. The deed, was

was given to plaintiffs while in second partition

03 stated in his cross examination that “it is the same deed which was

was given to them, (defendants). Similarly in third

mentioning here that after bringing on the record abovementioned

Admissions by the defendants during cross examination- of PWs the

^^ame were not rebutted bv defendant even
Lgo-I
co they remained silent to this effect, which otherwise lead this court to

In given circumstances, perusal of cross

were partitioned amongst the parties to the suit vide partition deed
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partition property towards road side was given to plaintiffs while that

given to defendants. In fourth partition the

property near the road, was given to their (defendants) father while

plaintiffs received the land, adjacent and on the hack side to the land.

received by defendants. He had. got no objection over the three

examination, this court is of the view DW-01 had admitted the

version of plaintiffs with regard to partition of four properties situated

at . four, different places and furthermore, DW-01 had also deposed

that he had got no objection over the partition of three properties, out

mention here that the partition between parties to the suit had taken

place in the year 2009 and thereafter, the relatives of defendants have

also evident from the statement of PW-02, who is the relative of

defendants.

instant suit a question arose during evidence that one Irshad Ali died

prior to partition proceedings while plaintiffs allege that said Irshad

in Levy, hence order dated: 15.01.2008

CJ-JI.CASJiTfTl.l-: LSRAR HUSSAIN liTC VS KHALID HUSSAIN

also constructed their houses over the same after partition, which is

or deny the partition proceedings

on the rare side was

was verified by this court

Ali was present at the time of partition. As said Irshad Ali was sepoy

partitions”. From this statement of defendant no.02 in his cross

four properties or admitted all of them. It is further necessary to

^ol the total of four while he had admitted that partition of all the four 

liar§:J’roPerOes had taken place. In given circumstances, this court is of the 

that defendants cannot accept

>5 Tn parts, hither they should have challenged the partition of all the

It is also worth mentioning here that during the. pendency of
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through DPO Orakzai, wherein it had been mentioned that said Irshad

Ali died on 04.01.2008. After confirmation of the death of Irshad Ali

prior to partition of the suit property, the stance of petitioners with

regard to presence of Irshad Ali at the time of partition is baseless.

However same does not affect the merit of case for the reason that

perusal of Ex-PWl/l would reveal that neither the name nor signature

the part of defendants make it

immaterial to consider the issue with regard to death of Irshad Ali and

plaintiffs

the issues in hand are hereby decided in positive in favor of plainti ffs

and against defendants.

Issue No. 1 & 6

Issues no.01 and no.06 being interlinked are hereby decided

collectively.

In wake of my issue wise findings, plaintiffs have got a cause

prayed for. Hence
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Whether plaintiffs have got a cause of action?
Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the decree as prayed 
for?

of said Irshad Ali is available over the same, furthermore, the

of action and they are entitled to the decree as

In light of what has been discussed above, as

abovementioned admissions on

stance of plaintiffs with regard to his presence at the time of partition.

tu
■ J CM

£<gs.U'Cceeded to prove the issues in hand through cogent, convincing and

fiTx W’^r-ejliable evidence and furthermore, nothing in rebuttal has been
|SQ;S
KU brought on the record by the opposite party, hence accordingly both



accordingly both the issues

plaintiffs and against defendants.

Relief

As sequel to my above issue-wise findings, suit of the

prayed for. Noplaintiffs is hereby, decree for the

order as to costs, file be consign
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